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• Dark mass distribution in Milky Way before Gaia 

• Dark mass distribution in Milky Way after Gaia 

• Dealing with the frisky Milky Way disk 

• Mass distribution in the Milky Way satellites with Gaia and MUSE 

• Bounds on ALP dark matter from MUSE

Discussion points



Dark mass distribution in Milky Way before Gaia 
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• Two main observational constraints: 

– Circular velocity at the solar circle: 220-240 km/s 

– Flat, at large radii DM dominated rotation curve (assuming the MW behaves like 
other galaxies)

• Simple model: characteristic timescale: 

The simple (simplistic?) model

τdyn =
2πrvir
vcirc

= τHubble = ζ H−1
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• Until ~2010: A total mass of 

 was a commonly adopted 
value for the Galaxy + halo.  

• Navarro & MS 2001, Abadi et al 2010: Such 
high halo mass may be difficult to bring into 
agreement with the local dynamics of the Milky 
Way disk, in particular if adiabatic contraction 

is of relevance  rotation speed at the solar 
circle would be too high

2 − 2.5 × 1012M⊙

⇒

Masses for the Local Group and the Milky Way 7

Table 3. Percentage points of the B200 distribution for samples of MW – Leo I analogues with
Vra ! 0.7Vmax(host)

5% 25% 50% 75% 95% # of pairs

200 km s−1 " Vmax(host) < 250 km s−1

morphology 0.71 1.27 1.71 2.01 2.62 168
no morphology 0.71 1.25 1.67 2.01 2.55 374

150 km s−1 " Vmax(host) < 300 km s−1

morphology 0.39 1.04 1.50 1.89 2.47 344
no morphology 0.51 1.14 1.55 1.98 2.66 896

the estimates of the tails of the distributions may be noisy. This may
explain in part the apparent excess of outliers in the morphology-
selected sample with the wider Vmax range.

The observational data needed to obtain the TA estimate of
the Milky Way’s mass are the age of the Universe and the Galac-
tocentric distance and radial velocity of Leo I. As above, we take
the age of the Universe to be 13.73 ± 0.16 Gyr from Spergel et al.
(2007). For the heliocentric distance to Leo I we adopt 254±19 kpc
from Bellazzini et al. (2004). The heliocentric radial velocity of
Leo I is very precisely determined, 283± 0.5 kms−1 according to
Mateo, Olszewski & Walker (2007). Based on an assumed Galactic
rotation speed at the Sun of 220 ± 15 km s−1, we derive a corre-
sponding Galactocentric radial velocity of 175 ± 8 kms−1. When
substituted into Equations (1) to (3), these parameters produce a TA
estimate for the Milky Way’s mass of

MMW,TA = 1.57 ± 0.20 × 1012 M" . (8)

As was the case for the Local Group, the fundamental observational
quantities are so well defined that the uncertainty of this estimate is
much smaller than the expected scatter in B200. We will therefore
neglect it in the following. The implied apocentric distance of Leo
I is 619±26 kpc. Since this is about half the apocentric distance of
the M31 – Milky Way relative orbit in the TA model of Section 3.2,
perturbations of the orbit of Leo I due to the larger scale dynamics
of the Local Group seem quite likely.

For the reasons discussed above, we consider our most precise
and robust estimate for the distribution of B200 to be that obtained
for host galaxies with 150 kms−1

! Vmax(host) < 300 km s−1

and with no morphology cut. The median of this distribution then
gives our best estimate of the true halo mass of the Milky Way:

M200,MW = 2.43× 1012 M" , (9)

or logM200/M" = 12.39. The quartiles of the distribution imply
[12.25, 12.49] for the most probable range of this quantity, while
the 5% point implies a lower limit of 11.90 at 95% confidence.
Thus the implied mass of the Milky Way is roughly half that of the
Local Group as a whole, as might be expected on the basis of the
similarity of the two giant galaxies. It is quite similar to other recent
estimates based on applying equilibrium dynamics to the system of
distant Milky Way satellites and halo stars (e.g. Wilkinson & Evans
1999; Sakamoto, Chiba & Beers 2003). A significantly smaller es-
timate came from the analysis of the high-velocity tail of the lo-
cal stellar population by Smith et al. (2007), but we note that such
analyses, in reality, only place a lower limit on the mass of the
halo, since the distribution of solar neighbourhood stars may well
be truncated at energies significantly below the escape energy.
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Figure 3. Cumulative distributions of B200 the ratio of true Milky Way
mass (taken to be M200) to TA estimate for four samples of isolated Milky
Way – Leo I analogues from the Millennium Simulation. The red curve
refers to Milky Way analogues with 200 kms−1 " Vmax(host) <

250 km s−1 and with morphology matching the Milky Way. For the black
curve the circular velocity requirement is loosened to 150 km s−1 "

Vmax(host) < 300 km s−1, for the blue curve the morphology require-
ment is removed, and for the green curve both requirements are relaxed. In
all cases we require Vra ! 0.7Vmax(host).

3.4 An alternative mass measure?

The halo masses we have quoted so far have been based on the
“virial masses” M200 of simulated halos. This choice is, of course,
somewhat arbitrary, and it may not correspond particularly well to
the radii within which individual isolated halos are approximately
in static equilibrium. As an alternative convention, we here con-
sider defining the mass of an individual halo to be that of the corre-
sponding self-bound subhalo identified by the SUBFIND algorithm
of Springel et al. (2001). This algorithm typically includes mate-
rial outside the radius R200 within which M200 is measured, but it
excludes any material which is identified as part of a smaller sub-
halo orbiting within the larger system. In this paper we denote this
subhalo mass as Mhalo.

In the left panel of Fig. 5 we plot Mhalo against M200 for all
halos in our preferred sample of Local Group analogues, that with
our preferred morphology, isolation and radial velocity cuts and

c© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11

Where we come from …

Li & White (2008)
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Figure 3. Cumulative distributions of B200 the ratio of true Milky Way
mass (taken to be M200) to TA estimate for four samples of isolated Milky
Way – Leo I analogues from the Millennium Simulation. The red curve
refers to Milky Way analogues with 200 kms−1 " Vmax(host) <

250 km s−1 and with morphology matching the Milky Way. For the black
curve the circular velocity requirement is loosened to 150 km s−1 "

Vmax(host) < 300 km s−1, for the blue curve the morphology require-
ment is removed, and for the green curve both requirements are relaxed. In
all cases we require Vra ! 0.7Vmax(host).

3.4 An alternative mass measure?

The halo masses we have quoted so far have been based on the
“virial masses” M200 of simulated halos. This choice is, of course,
somewhat arbitrary, and it may not correspond particularly well to
the radii within which individual isolated halos are approximately
in static equilibrium. As an alternative convention, we here con-
sider defining the mass of an individual halo to be that of the corre-
sponding self-bound subhalo identified by the SUBFIND algorithm
of Springel et al. (2001). This algorithm typically includes mate-
rial outside the radius R200 within which M200 is measured, but it
excludes any material which is identified as part of a smaller sub-
halo orbiting within the larger system. In this paper we denote this
subhalo mass as Mhalo.

In the left panel of Fig. 5 we plot Mhalo against M200 for all
halos in our preferred sample of Local Group analogues, that with
our preferred morphology, isolation and radial velocity cuts and

c© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11

Where we come from …

Li & White (2008)
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• Leonard & Tremaine (1990): 

– consider distribution function f(E)

– f  0 as E  Φ(rvir) ⇒ n(v) ∝ (vesc-v)k→ →

• k-dependence verified via simulations

• Measure distribution n(v‖) for high- 
velocity RAVE stars on counterrotating orbits

• note: strictly only a lower limit on Mvir

• Smith + RAVE (2007):   498km/s < vesc < 608km/s 
1.1×1012M⊙ < Mvir < 2.1×1012M⊙ 

• Piffl + RAVE (2014):      492km/s < vesc < 587km/s 
1.2×1012M⊙ < Mvir < 2.1×1012M⊙

Escape speed of the Milky Way at the Solar Circle

T. Piffl et al.: The RAVE survey: the Galactic escape speed and the mass of the Milky Way

Fig. 2. Normalized velocity distributions of the stellar halo population
in our eight simulations plotted as a function of 1−!‖/!esc. Only counter-
rotating particles that have Galactocentric distances r between 4 and
12 kpc are considered to select for halo particles (see Sect. 3.1) and to
match the volume observed by the RAVE survey. To allow a compari-
son, each velocity was divided by the escape speed at the particle’s po-
sition. Different colors indicate different simulations, and for each sim-
ulation the !‖ distribution is shown for four different observer positions.
The top bundle of curves shows the mean of these four distributions for
each simulation plotted on top of each other to allow a comparison. The
profiles are shifted vertically in the plot for better visibility. The gray
lines illustrate Eq. (3) with power-law index k = 3.

However, because we restrict ourselves the line-of-sight compo-
nent of the velocities, only in the unlikely case that a particle is
located exactly on the line-of-sight between two observer posi-
tions, it would gain an incorrect double weight in the combined
statistical analysis.

Figure 2 shows the velocity-space density of star particles as
a function of 1− !‖/!esc, and we see that, remarkably, these plots
have a reasonably straight section at the highest speeds, just as
Leonard & Tremaine (1990) hypothesized. The slopes of these
rectilinear sections scatter around k = 3 as we see later.

We also considered the functional form proposed by S07 for
the velocity DF; that is, n(!) ∝ (!2esc − !2)k. Figure 3 tests this DF
with the simulation data. The curvature implies that this DF does
not represent the simulation data as well as the formula proposed
by Leonard & Tremaine (1990).

If we fit Eq. (3) to the velocity distributions while fixing k
to 3, we recover the escape speeds within 6%. This confirms our
choice of the cut-off radius for the gravitational potential, 3R340,
that was used during the definition of the escape speeds.

Fig. 3. Same as the top bundle of lines in Fig. 2 but plotted as a function
of 1− !2‖/!2esc. If the data follows the velocity DF proposed by S07 (gray
line), the data should form a straight line in this representation.

Fig. 4. Median values of the likelihood distributions of the power-law
index k as a function of the applied threshold velocity !min.

3.1. The velocity threshold

We now try to find the best value for the lower threshold veloc-
ity !min. S07 had to use a high threshold value for their radial
velocities of 300 km s−1, because the threshold had an additional
purpose, namely to select stars from the non-rotating halo com-
ponent. If one can identify these stars by other means, the veloc-
ity threshold can be lowered significantly. This adds more stars
to the sample, thereby putting our analysis on a broader basis.
If the stellar halo had the shape of an isotropic Plummer (1911)
sphere, the threshold could be set to zero, because for this model
the S07 version of our approximated velocity distribution func-
tion would be exact. However, for other DFs we need to choose
a higher value to avoid regions where our approximation breaks
down. Again, we use the simulations to select an appropriate
value.

We compute the likelihood distribution of k in each sim-
ulation using different velocity thresholds using the likelihood
estimator

Ltot(k | !min) =
∏

i

L(!‖,i). (7)

Figure 4 plots the median values of the likelihood distributions
as a function of the threshold velocity. We see a trend toward
increasing k for !min <∼ 150 km s−1 and roughly random behav-
ior above. For low values of !min, simulation G does not fol-
low the general trend. This simulation is the only one in the

A91, page 5 of 16
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• fairly rapid decline to 376km/s at 50kpc

Escape velocity out to 50kpc using SDSS
Fast moving stars in SDSS 7
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Figure 3. Our inference on the escape speed as a function of
Galactocentric radius. The median posterior result is shown as
a dark blue line, and the 68% (94%) credible interval is a
dark (light) blue band. The result using RAVE data from P14
and the associated 90% credible interval is also shown, and is
in good agreement with our inference. We measure a significant
gradient in the escape speed, such that it has already fallen by
⇠ 100 km s�1 by a radius of 30 kpc.

Figure 4. The distribution of our mother samples of stars in the
r � v|| plane, with horizontal dashed lines at v|| = ±200 km s�1,
our cut in radial velocity. The coloured bands are our inference
on the escape speed as a function of radius. The ‘spur’ at nega-
tive radial velocities is from K-giants belonging to the Sagittarius
stream. Note that the contamination in our high speed sample
from these stars is negligible, since the maximum velocity that
the stream centroid reaches is ⇠ 150 km s�1 (Belokurov et al.
2014) with a dispersion of ⇠ 20 km s�1.

Leonard & Tremaine (1990) point out that violent relaxation
would lead to k = 3/2, whereas collisional relaxation gives
k = 1 (Spitzer & Shapiro 1972). S07 further showed that the
Plummer and Hernquist spheres (Binney & Tremaine 2008)
have k = 2.5 and k = 3.5, respectively. The simulations
analysed by S07 and P14 both suggest k ' 3. Clearly, there
is a relatively large range of possible values. Due to small

sample sizes in previous studies, k has never been measured
from data on the Milky Way. Given our significantly larger
sample of stars, we are able to do this for the first time.
The two tracer samples containing the most stars, MSTO
and K-giants, both favour k ' 4 ± 1, which is in comfort-
able agreement with simulations. These results also suggest
that k is not a strong function of position, given the rather
di↵erent radial ranges probed by the MSTO and K-giant
samples. The inference on k for the BHB sample is much
weaker, and favours a slightly higher value. S07 points out
that this is to be expected for small sample sizes. Nonethe-
less, the inference on kBHB is not in significant tension with
the hypothesis that k is constant. Our results vindicate the
choice of prior by S07, while the range used by P14 is a
touch on the low side.

Figure 2 shows a strong degeneracy between kMSTO and
vesc(R�), which can be encoded by the empirical covariance
matrix of the samples

Cov (kMSTO , vesc(R�)) =


0.84 37 km s�1

37 km s�1 1713km2s�2

�
. (27)

This is to be expected, and is the reason why a narrow prior
on k was necessary in previous work. Figure 1 of P14 nicely
demonstrates the appearance of this degeneracy for vary-
ing sample sizes. Fortunately, our sample is large enough to
locate the maximum along the degeneracy. The same degen-
eracy is seen between kK�giant and the local escape speed,
though it is broader. Note that this explains why our sta-
tistical uncertainty on the local escape speed is larger than
that of of P14, who found 533+54

�41 km s�1 at 90% confidence,
compared to our 90% credible interval of 521+88

�45 km s�1. Our
larger 95th percentile of 690 km s�1 is a consequence of the
degeneracy between k and vesc(R�): the 95th percentile of
the posterior on kMSTO is 6, which is considerably larger
than the upper end of P14’s prior.

The inferred outlier fraction is very small, f ' 0.001,
but non-zero. This suggests that there are one or two out-
liers in our sample. Inspection of Figure 1 suggests one clear
candidate: there is an MSTO star at r ' 10 kpc, shown
as a black point, with a measured line of sight velocity of
518.2 km s�1, which is more than 100 km s�1 larger than any
other star at a comparable radius in our sample. Otherwise,
there are no obvious outliers through visual inspection. As a
check of this intuition, we calculated the outlier probability
of each star in our sample as

p(outlier | v||, `, b, s) =
f̄ pout(v||)

f̄ pout(v||) + (1� f̄) p(v|||`, b, s, ✓̄, k̄)
,

(28)

using the model parameters obtained by taking the median
values of each of the one dimensional marginalised posterior
distributions, ⇥̄. The largest outlier probability is > 0.999,
and belongs to the object identified visually in Figure 1. Oth-
erwise, the largest outlier probability is < 0.01, and so we
conclude that this object is the only probable outlier in the
sample. Having identified this outlier, we visually inspected
its spectrum and image data from SDSS. From the image
data it is clear that this object is a galaxy, and has been
misclassified by the spectroscopic pipeline of SDSS. Having
found a galaxy contaminant in our sample, we added a fur-
ther constraint to our SQL query that all of the MSTO tar-
gets should be morphologically classified as stars (as well as

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

Williams et al. (2017)
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• basically following the idea of Oort in the 1930s 

• Take a sample of stars in a towards the Galactic Poles 
up to a certain distance  from the Galactic Plane. 

• subset of red clump stars gives good distances. 

• Change in kinematics with vertical distances gives total 
vertical force (in simplest approximation proportional 
to surface density) 

• number counts of stars gives baryonic mass distribution

Determining the local density by the Kz force

O. Bienaymé, B. Famaey, A. Siebert et al.: Weighting the local dark matter

Fig. 4. Vertical density distribution of Red Clump stars towards
the South Galactic Pole (black symbols: 200 pc binning, red
symbols 50 pc binning.)

within the 2MASS sample, as a function of Kc, or equivalently as
a function of the height |z| (Figure 4). Error bars are determined
from the three counts by using the statistical hypergeometric law.

Two sources of known bias are present but remain small
in this analysis. The first one is the degree of homogeneity of
the sample selections. Due to high S/N (K < 10), the accuracy
on the various measured or used parameters remains high inde-
pendently of the z distance. For instance the median accuracy
in J � K colours (within 0.5-0.8) is 0.03 from K=6 to K=10.
Similarly, the mean S/N of the RAVE spectra used to determine
the gravity remains high for RC stars at 2 kpc (K ⇠10): the mean
S/N is 51 (r.m.s 16). This implies that our selections and cuts
remain homogeneous independently of the distance z.

A second e↵ect is the Malmquist bias: it depends on �M,
the dispersion of luminosity of the stellar candles, and on the
variation of the density along the line of sight. In the case of a
vertical exponential density law, ⌫ ⇠ exp(�z/h), with h = 700 pc
and �M=0.2, at z=1000 pc the bias on the estimated distances is
+2% using a cone for the counts and is �0.7% using a cylinder.
At z=2000 pc the bias is +3% using a cone, and +1.2% using a
cylinder. For the dynamical determination of the total mass per-
pendicular to the Galactic plane, we are interested in the density
gradients, and so just in the variation of this bias: in this study, it
is less than 1%. We note that with other tracers with an absolute
magnitude dispersion of 0.5, the bias from star counts would be
significantly larger: for cone counts, it is of the order of 5% at
z=h and 11% at z=3 h. This implies a systematic error of 6%
on the resulting determination of the Galactic local surface mass
density.

2.3. The RC star kinematics

We need to determine the vertical velocities of RC stars that
combined to counts towards the Galactic Poles will constrain
the vertical potential at the solar position.

Radial velocities, proper motions and distances of RAVE red
clump stars are converted in (u,v,w) velocities relative to the Sun,
and in Galactic velocities, VR � V�,R and Vz � V�,z, uncorrected
for the solar motion, assuming R0=8.5 kpc.

The errors on the velocities are obtained from individual er-
rors on proper motions and radial velocity, adopting a mean un-
certainty on distances of 10% (Figure 5). The median error on
the Vz component is 2.4 km.s�1.

Fig. 5. Distribution of errors on the vertical Galactic velocity
for stars with |z| <2000 pc (continuous black line). For stars with
1300 < |z| <2000 pc (dotted red line).

Fig. 6. Vertical (black symbols) and radial (red symbols) veloc-
ity dispersions: �Vz , �VR . Mean vertical velocity Vz (black line).

The mean vertical velocity is constant with z (Figure 6). The
velocity dispersions �R and �z are measured by applying a 3.5-
sigma-clipping to the VR, Vz Galactic velocity components. The
uncertainties on the dispersions are �/

p
n⇤ � 1. The vertical ve-

locity dispersion �Vz rises up to 38 km s�1 at 1 kpc and then
remains nearly constant (Figure 6).

The velocity ellipsoid tilt is null at z=300 pc and reaches
8±1deg at 1 kpc, pointing not far o↵ the Galactic center. This is
in agreement with the finding by Siebert et al. (2008); Pasetto et
al. (2012a,b) based on a previous release of the RAVE survey.
As discussed in Siebert et al. (2008) a bias on the measure of the
tilt exists if no corrections are applied to consider the anisotropy
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Fig. 6. Vertical (black symbols) and radial (red symbols) veloc-
ity dispersions: �Vz , �VR . Mean vertical velocity Vz (black line).

The mean vertical velocity is constant with z (Figure 6). The
velocity dispersions �R and �z are measured by applying a 3.5-
sigma-clipping to the VR, Vz Galactic velocity components. The
uncertainties on the dispersions are �/

p
n⇤ � 1. The vertical ve-

locity dispersion �Vz rises up to 38 km s�1 at 1 kpc and then
remains nearly constant (Figure 6).

The velocity ellipsoid tilt is null at z=300 pc and reaches
8±1deg at 1 kpc, pointing not far o↵ the Galactic center. This is
in agreement with the finding by Siebert et al. (2008); Pasetto et
al. (2012a,b) based on a previous release of the RAVE survey.
As discussed in Siebert et al. (2008) a bias on the measure of the
tilt exists if no corrections are applied to consider the anisotropy

4

ϱDM ≈ 0.54 GeV cm−3
Bienaymé et al. (2014)
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• Mass Model: 

– three exponential disks 

– flattened bulge 

– NFW dark matter halo 

• Binney 2012 model for kinematics (incl. stellar halo) 

• Model fit to vertical RAVE data 

• see e.g. Bovy & Rix 2013, Piffl et al 2014, McMillan 2016
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Figure 7. The full black curve shows the vertical density profile of the disc predicted by the df for ρdm,! = 0.012M! pc−3; the mostly
overlying dashed black curve shows the corresponding density profile in the mass model. The other dashed black lines show the profiles
of the thin and thick discs in the mass model. The dotted curves show the corresponding predictions of the df for both discs and the
stellar halo (which has no explicit counterpart in the mass model). The red and blue error bars show the vertical profile measured by
Jurić et al. (2008) for stars with r − i ∈ [0.7, 0.8] (“a”, red symbols) and with r − i ∈ [0.15, 0.2] (“b”, blue symbols), while green error
bars show the profile measured by Gilmore & Reid (1983).

Table 2. Best-fit parameters.

Model potential parameters

Σ0,thin 570.7 M! pc−2

Σ0,thick 251.0 M! pc−2

Rd 2.68 kpc
zd,thin 0.20 kpc
zd,thick 0.70 kpc
Σ0,gas 94.5 M! pc−2

Rd,gas 5.36 kpc
ρ0,dm 0.01816 M! pc−3

r0,dm 14.4 kpc

df parameters

σr,thin 33.9 km s−1

σz,thin 24.9 km s−1

Rσ,r,thin 9.0 kpc
Rσ,z,thin 9.0 kpc
σr,thick 50.5 km s−1

σz,thick 48.7 km s−1

Rσ,r,thick 12.9 kpc
Rσ,z,thick 4.1 kpc
Fthick 0.460
Fhalo 0.026

which show the star-count data from J08, is excellent both
below and above the Galactic plane. The dashed grey lines
in Fig. 7 show the densities contributed by the thin and
thick stellar discs of the mass model, while the dotted black
curves show the densities yielded by the df for the thin and
thick discs and the stellar halo. At z = 0 the dashed curves
from the mass model are unrealistically cusped on account
of our assumption of naive double-exponential discs. Other-

Figure 6. Red dots: Reduced χ2 distance between the vertical
stellar mass profile predicted by the df and the observational
profiles by Jurić et al. (2008) as a function of the local density
of a spherical dark-matter halo. Green dots show the reduced χ2

distance from the density profile of Gilmore & Reid (1983). The
red and green dashed lines are parabolas fitted to the red/green
dots.

wise the agreement between the densities provided for the
thick disc between the mass model and the df is perfect. The
agreement between the curves for the thin disc is nearly per-
fect within ∼ 1.5 scale heights of the plane, but at greater
heights, where the thick disc strongly dominates, the df pro-
vides slightly lower density than the mass model. This dis-
crepancy implies that the df breaks the total stellar profile
into thin- and thick-disc contributions in a slightly different
way to the mass model. Since a real physical distinction be-
tween these components can only be made on the basis of

c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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• 46% of the radial force acting on  
the Sun provided by baryons

Parameters from Galaxy models 10 T. Piffl et al.
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Figure 8. Best-fitting value for the local dark-matter density
ρdm,! as a function of the assumed flatting q of the dark-matter
halo. A value of q = 1 implies a spherical halo, while smaller
values lead to oblate configurations. The dashed black line shows
a power-law fitted by eye to the points.

age or chemistry (e.g. Binney & Merrifield 1998), the minor
difference between the two thin-disc curves in Fig. 7 should
not be considered significant at this stage.

The green error bars in Fig. 7 show the stellar densities
inferred by Gilmore & Reid (1983) for stars with absolute
visual magnitude MV between 4 and 5 with an assumed
vertical metallicity gradient of −0.3 dex/ kpc−1 (in their Ta-
ble 2). The green dots in Fig. 6 show the χ2 values we obtain
when we adopt the Gilmore–Reid data points. They indicate
a deeper minimum in χ2 occurring at a smaller dark-halo
density: ρdm,! = 0.01200M! pc−3.

4.1 Systematic uncertainties

The results presented above are based on a very sophis-
ticated model that involves a number of assumptions and
approximations. Deviations of the truth from these assump-
tions and approximations will introduce systematic errors
into our results. We can assess the size of such systematic
errors much more easily in some cases than in others. We
have not assessed the errors arising from:

• the functional form of the mass model;
• the functional form of the df;
• the age-velocity dispersion relation in the thin disc;
• the adopted value of L0 in disc df: variation will affect

the normalisation of stellar halo;
• the power-law slope and quasi-isotropy of the stellar

halo – we will investigate this in a future paper;
• the solar motion w.r.t. the LSR.

We have investigated the sensitivity of our results to:

• R0, which controls the circular speed: a value of R0 =
8kpc reduces ρdm,! by 5%.

• The contribution of the gas disc disc to the local bary-
onic surface density. If we assume 33% instead of our stan-
dard value of 25%, we find slightly different structural pa-
rameters for the stellar discs, but our best-fit value for ρdm,!
remains unchanged.

• Rσ,i for the thin disc: using Rσ,i = 6kpc reduces ρdm,!
by < 2%.

• The fact that r0,dm changes with ρdm,! on account of
the halo constraints: setting r0,dm = 20 kpc increases ρdm,!
by 2%.

• Equal scale radii for thin and thick disc: setting
Rd,thick/Rd,thin = 0.6 (resulting in Rd,thick " 2 kpc and
Rd,thin " 3.5 kpc similar to Bovy et al. (2012)), increases
ρdm,! by 4%.

• Flattening the dark halo: a flatter dark halo increases
ρdm,! significantly. See Fig. 8.

• Systematic uncertainties in the distance scale of J08: if
this distance scale is increased by a factor α, ρdm,! proves to
be almost proportional to α, with a 20% increase in α caus-
ing ρdm,! to increase by 8%. A different value for the binary
fraction has a very similar, but smaller, effect to a general
change of the distance scale, and is hence also covered in
this uncertainty.

The two most critical systematic uncertainties are
therefore the axis ratio q of the dark halo and the distance
scale used to construct the observational vertical stellar den-
sity profile. Simply adding in quadrature the uncertainties
other than halo flattening listed above leads to a combined
systematic uncertainty of ∼ 10%. Combining this with the
uncertainty associated with dark-halo flattening we arrive
at our result

ρdm,! =

{
(0.48× q−α) GeV cm−3 ± 10%

(0.0126× q−α) M! pc−3 ± 10%
(22)

with α = 0.89 and q the axis ratio of the dark halo.
Note, there is an additional potential source of uncer-

tainty that we have not included in our estimate: Schönrich
& Bergemann (2013) find hints that the common practice
of assuming uncorrelated errors in the stellar parameters
when deriving distance estimates is not a good approxima-
tion and leads to over-confident results. Hence the parallax
uncertainties reported by Binney et al. (2014b) might be
under-estimated. To test the possible influence we doubled
the individual parallax uncertainties (a worst case scenario)
and repeated the fit. The best-fitting value for ρdm,! in-
creased by ∼ 7%. A similar uncertainty is shared by all
studies that use distances inferred from stellar parameters.

4.2 Flattening-independent results

The inverse dependence of ρdm,! on q implies that for simi-
lar scale radii r0,dm the mass of the dark matter halo within
an oblate volume with axis ratio q is approximately inde-
pendent of q. This is confirmed by Fig. 9 (upper panel) that
shows the cumulative mass distribution as a function of el-
liptical radius.

The invariance of the dark matter mass profile can be
qualitatively understood by the following consideration: flat-
tening the dark halo at fixed local density reduces its mass
and its contribution to the radial force, KR. But – due to its
still large thickness – its contribution to the vertical force
Kz at low z remains almost constant or slightly grows. To
restore the value of the circular speed at the Sun we have
to either increase the mass of the halo or that of the disc.
However, filling the gap with disc material increases Kz and
consequently compresses the vertical mass profile predicted
by the df. Thus the only possibility is to increase the mass
of the halo and decrease the mass of the disc in order to

c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17

%DM = 0.0126⇥ q�0.89M� pc�3 ± 10%

�tot(< 0.9kpc) = 69± 10M� pc�2

3144 T. Piffl et al.

For the surface density between ±900 pc, we find

!(z = 0.9 kpc) = (69 ± 15) M! pc−2.

Below in Fig. 15, we set these measurements in context with esti-
mates from the literature.

4.3 Other properties

We now give results for the model with a spherical dark halo. The
best-fitting model has a virial mass3 M200 = (1.3 ± 0.1) × 1012 M!.
The above-mentioned systematic uncertainties translate into a
<10 per cent uncertainty in the virial mass, but this does not encom-
pass the uncertainty introduced by the assumed shape of the radial
mass profile of the dark matter halo. For the models with flattened
haloes, we find slightly increased virial masses of 1.4 × 1012 M!
and 1.6 × 1012 M! for the axis ratios 0.8 and 0.6, respectively.

The total mass of the Galaxy’s stellar disc is
(3.7 ± 1.1) × 1010 M!. This is lower but not far from the
canonical value of 5 × 1010 M!. It is within the range of 3.6
– 5.4 × 1010 M! estimated by Flynn et al. (2006). Combining
the stellar disc with the bulge and the gas disc, we arrive at a
total baryonic mass (5.6 ± 1.6) × 1010 M!, or a baryon fraction
(4.3 ± 0.6) per cent. This value is much lower than the cosmic
baryon fraction of ∼16 per cent (Hinshaw et al. 2013; Planck Col-
laboration XVI 2013), once again illustrating the ‘missing baryon
problem’ (e.g. Klypin et al. 1999). While this baryon fraction does
not include the mass of the Galaxy’s virial-temperature corona,
the mass of the corona within ∼20 kpc of the GC is negligible
(Marinacci et al. 2010); the missing baryons have to lie well outside
the visible Galaxy in the circum- or intergalactic medium.

The thick disc contributes about 32 per cent of the disc’s stellar
mass which is lower than the 70 per cent found by J08. This result
depends, however, on our decision to equate the radial scalelengths
of the two discs. If the scalelength of the thick disc is assumed to
be shorter, as found by Bovy et al. (2012a), the mass fraction in this
component increases to ∼60 per cent. The better agreement with
J08 is only apparent, however, because these authors found a longer
scale radius for the thick disc.

Fig. 12 shows for several fairly successful spherical models the
surface densities of the stellar and gaseous discs at R0 (upper panel)
and the ratio of the radial forces at R0 from the baryons and dark mat-
ter (lower panel). The upper panel shows good agreement with the
estimates of the baryonic surface densities derived from Hipparcos
data by Flynn et al. (2006, coloured bands). The lower panel shows
that equal contributions to the radial force are achieved for local
dark matter densities ρdm, ! that are lower than our favoured value
for a spherical halo, but still within the range encompassed by the
systematic uncertainties, which is shaded grey. In our best-fitting
model, the solar neighbourhood is mildly dark matter dominated
with only 46 per cent of the radial force coming from gas and stars.
Alternatively, we can look at the contribution of disc to the total
rotation curve at 2.2 times the scale radius to check whether our
disc is ‘maximal’ according to the definition of Sackett (1997). We
find a ratio Vc, disc/Vc, all = 0.63 (Vc, baryons/Vc, all = 0.72) that is be-
low the range of 0.75–0.95 for a maximal disc, but slightly above
the typical range of 0.47 ± 0.08 (0.57 ± 0.07) for external spiral

3 We define the virial mass as the mass interior to the radius R200 that
contains a mean density of 200 times the critical density for a flat universe,
ρcrit.

Figure 12. Upper panel: mass surface densities in our models for the stars
(black points and lines) and gas (grey points and lines). The green and orange
shaded area show the corresponding one/two sigma regions reported by
Flynn et al. (2006). Lower panel: the ratio FR,bary/FR,dm of the contributions
to the radial force at R0 from baryons and dark matter. In both panels, the
grey shaded area illustrates the systematic uncertainties of ρdm, ! with the
(interpolated) best-fitting value marked by the black dashed line. For this
value, we have FR,bary/FR,dm ∼ 0.85.

galaxies (Bershady et al. 2011; Martinsson et al. 2013). It is still
lower than the value of 0.83 ± 0.04 found by Bovy & Rix (2013).

5 K INEMATICS

Here, we discuss the kinematic properties of our best-fitting model.
The circular speed at the solar radius, vc(R0) = 240 km s−1 is largely
the result of the adopted values of R0 = 8.3 kpc, the proper motion of
Sgr A*, and v!, the solar motion w.r.t. to the LSR. Our constraints
for the mass model actually fix the ratio vc(R0)/R0 (McMillan 2011).

For the local escape speed vesc =
√

2#(R0), we find a value
of 613 km s−1. Piffl et al. (2014) recently found a lower value of
533+54

−41 km s−1, but for this they used a modified definition of the
escape speed as the minimum speed needed to reach 3Rvir. If we
apply their definition to our model we find a value of 580 km s−1

which is still on the high side, but within their 90 per cent confi-
dence interval. The uncertainties arising from the above-mentioned
systematics on this value are of order 1 per cent. This comes mainly
from our rather strong prior on the mass within 50 kpc and again
does not cover the uncertainties in the dark matter profile at large
radii.4

The data points in Fig. 13 show histograms for each principal
velocity component and spatial bins defined by 7.3 kpc < R < R0 and
ranges in z that increase from bottom to top: the upper limits of the
bins are at z = 0.3, 0.6, 1, 1.5 kpc and the coordinates of each bin’s
barycentre are given at the lower centre of each panel. The vertical
scales of the plots are logarithmic and cover nearly three orders of
magnitude in star density. The plotted velocity components V1 and

4 Because of this and also because of the focus of Piffl et al. (2014) on the
fastest stars in the RAVE survey, which carry most of the information on the
escape speed, we still consider their value as the more robust one.

MNRAS 445, 3133–3151 (2014)Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/445/3/3133/1052064
by guest
on 29 April 2018

MDM(< R0) = (6.0± 0.9)⇥ 1010 M�

Mvir = (1.3± 0.1)⇥ 1012 M�

Piffl et al. (2014)
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• Total surface density within z=±1kpc:   

 Σtot = 70 M⊙ pc−2 ± 10 %
• Most studies find for the (3D) local DM density: 

  

(e.g. Bovy & Rix 2013, Piffl et al 2014, McMillan 2016), also consistent with 
rotation curve analysis (McGaugh 2016))

ϱDM ≈ 0.01M⊙ pc−3 ≈ 0.38 GeV cm−3

• Bienaymé et al (2014) with RAVE find somewhat higher values: 

 ϱDM ≈ 0.54 GeV cm−3

• DM contribution depends on the assumption for the local stellar distribution.

Local mass densities in solar neighborhood (pre Gaia)
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• Michev et al. (2009): Prediction for a merger 1.9 Gyr ago

Is the Milky Way ringing?

ObservationsModel
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Vertical Waves in the disk found in RAVE+SDSS data

Williams + RAVE (2013)

Widrow + SDSS. (2012)

• possible origin: interaction with dwarf galaxy (Sagittarius dwarf)
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Vertical Waves in the disk found in RAVE+SDSS data

Williams + RAVE (2013)

Widrow + SDSS. (2012)

• possible origin: interaction with dwarf galaxy (Sagittarius dwarf)

Gómez, Minchev et al. (2013)



Dark mass distribution in Milky Way after Gaia
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Escape velocity with Gaia DR2
A&A 616, L9 (2018)

Fig. 3. Left panel: fit to the escape velocity points assuming ve,340, and obtained using the disc and bulge potential of model III of Irrgang et al.
(2013), and a dark halo of M200 = 1.28 ⇥ 1012

M� and c200 = 11.09 (orange line and uncertainty bands). Right panel: same as in the left panel,
but for M200 = 1.55 ⇥ 1012

M� and c200 = 7.93 (blue line and uncertainty bands) when the ⇤CDM relation between M200 and c200 is assumed. The
orange and blue bands represent the 1� uncertainties of the models.

where h = H/(100 km s�1 Mpc�1). We repeated the fit using
this relation. In this case, the relation between M200 and c200
no longer guarantees that vc = 240 km s�1 at R�. We note that
the value of the circular velocity at the solar circle is degen-
erate with the actual peculiar velocity of the Sun, so that a
lower value of the circular velocity and a higher value of V�
(e.g. Bovy et al. 2015) are still compatible with our assump-
tions. The fit is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 with the blue
line and blue 1� error bands. The best-fit model in this case
is M200 = 1.16+0.47

�0.38 ⇥ 1012
M� and c200 = 8.17+0.33

�0.28 in the ve,1
interpretation, and M200 = 1.55+0.64

�0.51 ⇥ 1012
M�, c200 = 7.93+0.33

�0.27
in the more realistic ve,340 interpretation. In the former case,
the circular speed is still well behaved in the Galaxy and cor-
responds to vc(r�) = 228 km s�1. Such a high mass for the
Milky Way dark matter halo is expected from abundance match-
ing. Behroozi et al. (2013) estimated that log(M200) ' 12.25
should correspond to a stellar mass of between 3 ⇥ 1010

M� and
5.5 ⇥ 1010

M�.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show with a blue line the fit to the escape

velocity points that we obtained with a quasi-isothermal poten-
tial for the dark halo of the form

�h =
v

2
0

2
log
⇣
r

2 + r
2
c

⌘
. (9)

The fit was obtained using ve,340 (�h diverges at infinity) and
imposing that vc(r�) = 240 km s�1. The best fit corresponds to
v0 = 176+22

�22 km s�1 and rc = 4.7+2.1
�3.8 kpc (the error bars are

not shown in Fig. 4). This fit corresponds to a high halo mass
M200 = 1.74+0.72

�0.58⇥1012
M�, as expected for a pseudo-isothermal

sphere with a density decreasing slowly as r
�2 in the outer parts.

We also compared our escape speed curve with the ve,340 values
obtained from the halo model fitting the Milky Way gas dynam-
ics by Englmaier & Gerhard (2006), with v0 = 235 km s�1 and
rc = 10.7 kpc, which gives a too high a value for the escape
speed if no cut-o↵ on the r

�2 is applied in the outer halo.
The analysis we performed in Sect. 4 can also be performed

by keeping the exponent k fixed. In this case, a larger ve is
obtained for larger k because of the correlation between these
two parameters, as has been shown by Leonard & Tremaine
(1990). To check that our estimates are consistent with such an
alternative method, we derived ve for a fixed value k = 2.3 and
k = 3.7, the extremes of the k-range used in our marginalisation.

Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 2, but for the isothermal best fit model, with
v0 = 176 km s�1 and rc = 4.7kpc (blue line), compared with the model of
Englmaier & Gerhard with v0 = 235 km s�1 and rc = 10.7 kpc (orange
line).

The ve points obtained in this way are either shifted at lower
or higher values, for k = 2.3 and 3.7 respectively, leaving the
global shape of the curve unchanged. Fitting ve,1 and ve,340 to
these points, we then find models that are safely included within
the error bands on mass and concentration given above.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We have calculated the escape speed curve of the Milky Way in
a wide range of Galactocentric spherical radii using stars from
the second data release of Gaia with line-of-sight velocities. The
distances of these stars were computed using the StarHorse
pipeline, which allows determining accurate and precise dis-
tances even for stars very far from the Sun thanks to its treatment
of the extinction, especially in the central regions of the Galaxy.
We used stars with distance estimates better than 10% at a dis-
tance of less than 6 kpc that are counter-rotating in order to have
a stellar halo sample that is not contaminated by the disc.

In the solar neighbourhood we estimated the escape speed
ve(r�) = 580 ± 63 km s�1 (in 1� agreement with Williams et al.
2017). The escape speed varies from ⇠650 km s�1 at ⇠5 kpc to
⇠550 km s�1 at 10.5 kpc. The uncertainty in the determination of

L9, page 4 of 5

vc = 240 km/s
MMW = 1.28+0.68

−0.50 × 1012 M⊙

vc = 228 km/s
MMW = 1.55+0.64

−0.51 × 1012 M⊙

Monari et al. (2018)
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• Hagen & Helmi (2018) with RAVE+TGAS find somewhat higher 

values for local DM density  but use a 

smaller scale height for the thin disk of 0.27kpc (with 0.31kpc as 
in McMillan they would get 0.46 GeV pc-3)

ϱDM ≈ 0.69 GeV cm−3

• Eilers et al (2019) with APOGEE + GaiaDR2 find somewhat lower 

values: , non-local modelϱDM ≈ 0.30 GeV cm−3

• Eilers results are indicative of a comparably low total DM mass 

( )≈ 7.5 × 1011M⊙

Local mass densities in solar neighborhood
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• proper motions from HST, VISTA, and (of course) Gaia DR2

• Patel et al (2018) find 

– MMW = (0.85 ± 0.25) × 1012 M⊙ (Sag Dwarf included) 

– MMW = (0.96 ± 0.3) × 1012 M⊙ (Sag Dwarf excluded) 

– high speed satellites set lower mass limit, low speed satellites higher upper mass limit

• However, HST proper motion of globular clusters (Sohn et al 2018, Watkins et al 2018) lead to a fairly high mass  

– MMW = (1.87 - 0.5/+0.7) × 1012 M⊙ based on HST PM 

– MMW = (1.41 - 0.5/+2[!]) × 1012 M⊙ based on GaiaDR2 PM 

– MMW = (1.67 - 0.5/+0.8) × 1012 M⊙ based on GaiaDR2 + HST PM

• mass estimates from local group timing also came down considerably (e.g. van der Marel, Peñarrubia)

• Mass estimates in general considerably smaller than 10 yrs ago, but M* remained basically unchanged!

• Kafle et al 2018: compare mass estimates derived from sims: difficult to get better than 15%

Milky Way mass from 3D orbits of MW satellites
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Milky Way Satellites: Mass and Orbits
Gaia EDR3 proper motions for ~50 nearby dwarfs

 

Li et al. (2021, ApJ, 916, 8), but see 
also Battaglia et al. (2021), 
McConnachie & Venn (2020). 

•  Requiring most satellites to be 
bound to MW implies its DM halo is 
consistent with relatively low mass 
(~ 7 x 1011 M☉). 

• Too many dwarfs are close to their 
pericenters, would expect the 
opposite (see also Fritz et al. 2018 
for Gaia DR2). 

1.41 x 1012 M☉ 

   7.2 x 1011 M☉ 

   4.2 x 1011 M☉ 

  1.9 x 1011 M☉

Complete within 90 kpc

Complete within  180 kpc 

  7.2 x 1011 M☉ 

1.41 x 1012 M☉

fractional distance from pericenter
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• recent Gaia data taking into account the local 
velocity distribution reveals considerable 
anisotropy 

Milky Way may be considerably less massive 

Galactic escape speed 7
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Figure 6. The power-law slope of the high velocity tail in the Auriga haloes as a function of velocity anisotropy (β, left panels) and stellar halo density slope
(α, right panels). The most prominent “sausage" haloes in the Auriga suite are highlighted in orange. Note all parameters are calculated within the radial range
4 < r/kpc < 12. The black dashed lines indicate the relation between k and β (α) predicted by the power-law dfs. Here, we have fixed α (β) and γ to the
median values of the simulated haloes. As predicted by the analytical dfs, the tails of the velocity distributions are shallower when the velocity anisotropy is
strongly radial and/or the stellar halo density is relatively shallow. The thick grey lines indicate the range of k appropriate for stellar haloes with strongly radial
velocity anisotropy.

(β, left panel) and the power-law slope of the stellar halo density
(α, right panel). Note that both of these quantities (β and α) are
measured within the radial range 4 < r/kpc < 12. As we found
in the idealised power-law distribution function models (see Sec.
2.3), higher β and/or lower α values lead to lower values of k. The
dashed black lines indicate the predicted relations from the analyt-
ical dfs, where γ and α or β is fixed to the median values of the
simulated haloes (γ = 0.3, α = 2.5, β = 0.35). Remarkably, these
predictions agree well with the simulations!

The four haloes with prominent “sausage" components are
again highlighted in orange. We also indicate with the thick grey
lines the range of k ∈ [1.0, 2.5] appropriate for stellar haloes with
strongly radial velocity anisotropy. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that,
although there is a relatively wide range of k values in the simula-
tions (1 ! k ! 7), the form of the high velocity tail is correlated
with the stellar halo properties. Thus, rather than bracket the range
predicted by the simulations, which covers a wide range of assem-
bly histories, we can provide a more stringent constraint on k from
our observational data. Thus, in the following Section, when we
measure the local Galactic escape speed, we impose 1.0 < k < 2.5.
This range of k encompasses the values we found in the Auriga
simulations when β ∼ 0.7, and also brackets the predicted k value
from the analytical power-law dfs when β = 0.7, α = 2.5.

3.3.1 Constraining the local escape velocity

We end this Section by illustrating the importance of k in determin-
ing an accurate Galactic escape speed. Here, we perform the max-
imum likelihood analysis described in Section 2.1 to the simula-
tion data. Here, k, γ and vesc(r0) are free parameters. To mimic the
approximate status of the observational data, we randomly choose
N = 240 star particles in the radial range 4 < r/kpc < 12 with
vtot > 300 km s−1, and include a Gaussian error on the total ve-
locities with σ = 30 km s−1. Note this exercise is for illustration
rather than quantification of the observational results (see Section
4). In Fig. 7 we show the 2D confidence contours in the k and
vesc(r0) space for the three example Auriga haloes shown in Fig. 4.

Here, we have marginalised over the power-law slope of the poten-
tial (γ), but note that this parameter is generally poorly constrained
when there is a limited radial range and small number of tracers
(see Fig. 9). Fig. 7 shows that, although the true k and vesc(r0) val-
ues are contained within the 1 − σ confidence regions (plus sym-
bols), there is a strong degeneracy between k and vesc(r0) , such
that the escape velocity varies by hundreds of km s−1 when k is
unknown. The dotted lines indicate the approximate range of k pre-
dicted based on the velocity anisotropy of the halo stars (see Fig. 6)
— this prior knowledge can substantially narrow down the allowed
range of vesc(r0) values. Note that we impose a range of k, rather
than a fixed value, to account for the scatter in k at fixed β.

For several reasons, the case of our own Milky Way appears
rather fortuitous! First, the currently accepted origin of the inner
stellar halo — namely from the debris of one massive dwarf, ac-
creted several Gyr ago — suggests that the majority of the stel-
lar halo material, at least near the solar vicinity, is well phase-
mixed. Second, as mentioned previously, our knowledge of the
halo stars’ orbits in the solar vicinity places a constraint on k, with
1.0 < k < 2.5. Third, the fact that the Milky Way likely has a low
k value means that the high velocity stars can more strongly con-
strain the escape velocity. For example, if k = 1, the high velocity
tail linearly declines to a truncation at vesc. Thus, in this case, the
fastest star in the sample is likely very close to the escape veloc-
ity. In contrast, if k is high, a long, poorly populated tail extends to
the escape velocity, and thus the escape velocity is more difficult to
constrain.

On that optimistic note, we end this Section exploring the Au-
riga simulations, and proceed to constrain the local Galactic escape
speed using Gaia data.

4 THE GALACTIC ESCAPE SPEED FROM GAIA DR2

In this Section, we apply the LT90 formalism described in Section
2.1 to Gaia data release 2 (DR2, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).
We use the information gleaned from the simulations to help con-
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Figure 9. The results of applying our likelihood analysis to the Gaia data with vtot > 300 km s−1. Here, the degeneracy between vesc and k is clear. When we
adopt a prior of 1 < k < 2.5 (red dashed line), appropriate for the strongly radial orbits observed in the solar neighbourhood, we find vesc(r0) = 528+24

−25
km s−1.

Note that adopting the same prior as Monari et al. (2018) and Piffl et al. (2014), 2.3 < k < 3.7 (blue dot-dashed line), results in a larger escape velocity:
vesc(r0) = 580+32

−32
. We find little evidence for strong radial variation in vesc over the range we’re probing (i.e. γ ∼ 0), with γ ≤ 0.7 with 90% confidence.

model is indicated by the red band. The width of the band indicates
the 90% confidence region.

The confidence regions for k, vesc(r0) and γ are shown in Fig.
9. The filled grey region and solid black line shows the 1− and
2 − σ confidence intervals, respectively. Here, we have assumed
flat priors for k and γ and employed a Jeffrey’s prior for vesc(r0).
We show the posterior distributions for each parameter in the inset
panels. The degeneracy between k and vesc(r0) is clear, as seen
in the previous Section (and earlier work by Smith et al. 2007 and
Piffl et al. 2014). The red and blue lines illustrate the effect of a
prior on k. Specifically, the dashed red line applies our new prior
— based on the orbits in the solar neighbourhood, and calibrated
on the Auriga simulations — of 1 < k < 2.5. For comparison, we
also show the prior adopted by Piffl et al. (2014) and Monari et al.
(2018), which is also based on cosmological simulations: 2.3 <

k < 3.7. In these works, the prior spans the range of k values found
in simulations. However, our adopted prior is tailored towards the
highly eccentric stars in the Milky Way, which leads to lower k

values.

Assuming 1 < k < 2.5 we find vesc(r0) = 528+24
−25

km s−1.
This value is lower than the recent determination by Monari et al.

(2018) using Gaia DR2 data. However, the reason for this dif-
ference is owing to the prior information on k. If we adopt the
Piffl et al. (2014) prior, we find vesc = 580+31

−31
km s−1, which is

in excellent agreement with Monari et al. (2018). Note that our er-
ror bars are smaller than Monari et al. (2018) because we do not
use narrow distance bins, but rather use all the data and allow
for a radially varying escape velocity. Our estimate of the local
escape velocity is in good agreement with the values found by
Smith et al. (2007), Piffl et al. (2014) and Williams et al. (2017),
who used line-of-sight velocity data from RAVE and SDSS to de-
rive vesc. However, it is curious that these works find a similar es-
cape velocity, as in all cases larger values of k were adopted —
which should, presumably, bias towards larger vesc values. These
works used samples of high latitude stars with line-of-sight veloc-
ity measurements only, and thus if there was any flattening in the
stellar halo distribution in the z direction, the total speed estimates
based on the line-of-sight velocities could be biased low. In particu-
lar, we now know that the inner stellar halo is significantly flattened
(e.g. Iorio et al. 2018), and the highly eccentric orbits that dominate
the high velocity tail are generally confined close to the Galactic
plane (e.g. Myeong et al. 2018). Thus, we suggest that the line-of-
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Figure 9. The results of applying our likelihood analysis to the Gaia data with vtot > 300 km s−1. Here, the degeneracy between vesc and k is clear. When we
adopt a prior of 1 < k < 2.5 (red dashed line), appropriate for the strongly radial orbits observed in the solar neighbourhood, we find vesc(r0) = 528+24

−25
km s−1.

Note that adopting the same prior as Monari et al. (2018) and Piffl et al. (2014), 2.3 < k < 3.7 (blue dot-dashed line), results in a larger escape velocity:
vesc(r0) = 580+32

−32
. We find little evidence for strong radial variation in vesc over the range we’re probing (i.e. γ ∼ 0), with γ ≤ 0.7 with 90% confidence.

model is indicated by the red band. The width of the band indicates
the 90% confidence region.

The confidence regions for k, vesc(r0) and γ are shown in Fig.
9. The filled grey region and solid black line shows the 1− and
2 − σ confidence intervals, respectively. Here, we have assumed
flat priors for k and γ and employed a Jeffrey’s prior for vesc(r0).
We show the posterior distributions for each parameter in the inset
panels. The degeneracy between k and vesc(r0) is clear, as seen
in the previous Section (and earlier work by Smith et al. 2007 and
Piffl et al. 2014). The red and blue lines illustrate the effect of a
prior on k. Specifically, the dashed red line applies our new prior
— based on the orbits in the solar neighbourhood, and calibrated
on the Auriga simulations — of 1 < k < 2.5. For comparison, we
also show the prior adopted by Piffl et al. (2014) and Monari et al.
(2018), which is also based on cosmological simulations: 2.3 <

k < 3.7. In these works, the prior spans the range of k values found
in simulations. However, our adopted prior is tailored towards the
highly eccentric stars in the Milky Way, which leads to lower k

values.

Assuming 1 < k < 2.5 we find vesc(r0) = 528+24
−25

km s−1.
This value is lower than the recent determination by Monari et al.

(2018) using Gaia DR2 data. However, the reason for this dif-
ference is owing to the prior information on k. If we adopt the
Piffl et al. (2014) prior, we find vesc = 580+31

−31
km s−1, which is

in excellent agreement with Monari et al. (2018). Note that our er-
ror bars are smaller than Monari et al. (2018) because we do not
use narrow distance bins, but rather use all the data and allow
for a radially varying escape velocity. Our estimate of the local
escape velocity is in good agreement with the values found by
Smith et al. (2007), Piffl et al. (2014) and Williams et al. (2017),
who used line-of-sight velocity data from RAVE and SDSS to de-
rive vesc. However, it is curious that these works find a similar es-
cape velocity, as in all cases larger values of k were adopted —
which should, presumably, bias towards larger vesc values. These
works used samples of high latitude stars with line-of-sight veloc-
ity measurements only, and thus if there was any flattening in the
stellar halo distribution in the z direction, the total speed estimates
based on the line-of-sight velocities could be biased low. In particu-
lar, we now know that the inner stellar halo is significantly flattened
(e.g. Iorio et al. 2018), and the highly eccentric orbits that dominate
the high velocity tail are generally confined close to the Galactic
plane (e.g. Myeong et al. 2018). Thus, we suggest that the line-of-
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Figure 6. The power-law slope of the high velocity tail in the Auriga haloes as a function of velocity anisotropy (β, left panels) and stellar halo density slope
(α, right panels). The most prominent “sausage" haloes in the Auriga suite are highlighted in orange. Note all parameters are calculated within the radial range
4 < r/kpc < 12. The black dashed lines indicate the relation between k and β (α) predicted by the power-law dfs. Here, we have fixed α (β) and γ to the
median values of the simulated haloes. As predicted by the analytical dfs, the tails of the velocity distributions are shallower when the velocity anisotropy is
strongly radial and/or the stellar halo density is relatively shallow. The thick grey lines indicate the range of k appropriate for stellar haloes with strongly radial
velocity anisotropy.

(β, left panel) and the power-law slope of the stellar halo density
(α, right panel). Note that both of these quantities (β and α) are
measured within the radial range 4 < r/kpc < 12. As we found
in the idealised power-law distribution function models (see Sec.
2.3), higher β and/or lower α values lead to lower values of k. The
dashed black lines indicate the predicted relations from the analyt-
ical dfs, where γ and α or β is fixed to the median values of the
simulated haloes (γ = 0.3, α = 2.5, β = 0.35). Remarkably, these
predictions agree well with the simulations!

The four haloes with prominent “sausage" components are
again highlighted in orange. We also indicate with the thick grey
lines the range of k ∈ [1.0, 2.5] appropriate for stellar haloes with
strongly radial velocity anisotropy. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that,
although there is a relatively wide range of k values in the simula-
tions (1 ! k ! 7), the form of the high velocity tail is correlated
with the stellar halo properties. Thus, rather than bracket the range
predicted by the simulations, which covers a wide range of assem-
bly histories, we can provide a more stringent constraint on k from
our observational data. Thus, in the following Section, when we
measure the local Galactic escape speed, we impose 1.0 < k < 2.5.
This range of k encompasses the values we found in the Auriga
simulations when β ∼ 0.7, and also brackets the predicted k value
from the analytical power-law dfs when β = 0.7, α = 2.5.

3.3.1 Constraining the local escape velocity

We end this Section by illustrating the importance of k in determin-
ing an accurate Galactic escape speed. Here, we perform the max-
imum likelihood analysis described in Section 2.1 to the simula-
tion data. Here, k, γ and vesc(r0) are free parameters. To mimic the
approximate status of the observational data, we randomly choose
N = 240 star particles in the radial range 4 < r/kpc < 12 with
vtot > 300 km s−1, and include a Gaussian error on the total ve-
locities with σ = 30 km s−1. Note this exercise is for illustration
rather than quantification of the observational results (see Section
4). In Fig. 7 we show the 2D confidence contours in the k and
vesc(r0) space for the three example Auriga haloes shown in Fig. 4.

Here, we have marginalised over the power-law slope of the poten-
tial (γ), but note that this parameter is generally poorly constrained
when there is a limited radial range and small number of tracers
(see Fig. 9). Fig. 7 shows that, although the true k and vesc(r0) val-
ues are contained within the 1 − σ confidence regions (plus sym-
bols), there is a strong degeneracy between k and vesc(r0) , such
that the escape velocity varies by hundreds of km s−1 when k is
unknown. The dotted lines indicate the approximate range of k pre-
dicted based on the velocity anisotropy of the halo stars (see Fig. 6)
— this prior knowledge can substantially narrow down the allowed
range of vesc(r0) values. Note that we impose a range of k, rather
than a fixed value, to account for the scatter in k at fixed β.

For several reasons, the case of our own Milky Way appears
rather fortuitous! First, the currently accepted origin of the inner
stellar halo — namely from the debris of one massive dwarf, ac-
creted several Gyr ago — suggests that the majority of the stel-
lar halo material, at least near the solar vicinity, is well phase-
mixed. Second, as mentioned previously, our knowledge of the
halo stars’ orbits in the solar vicinity places a constraint on k, with
1.0 < k < 2.5. Third, the fact that the Milky Way likely has a low
k value means that the high velocity stars can more strongly con-
strain the escape velocity. For example, if k = 1, the high velocity
tail linearly declines to a truncation at vesc. Thus, in this case, the
fastest star in the sample is likely very close to the escape veloc-
ity. In contrast, if k is high, a long, poorly populated tail extends to
the escape velocity, and thus the escape velocity is more difficult to
constrain.

On that optimistic note, we end this Section exploring the Au-
riga simulations, and proceed to constrain the local Galactic escape
speed using Gaia data.

4 THE GALACTIC ESCAPE SPEED FROM GAIA DR2

In this Section, we apply the LT90 formalism described in Section
2.1 to Gaia data release 2 (DR2, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).
We use the information gleaned from the simulations to help con-
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Figure 9. The results of applying our likelihood analysis to the Gaia data with vtot > 300 km s−1. Here, the degeneracy between vesc and k is clear. When we
adopt a prior of 1 < k < 2.5 (red dashed line), appropriate for the strongly radial orbits observed in the solar neighbourhood, we find vesc(r0) = 528+24

−25
km s−1.

Note that adopting the same prior as Monari et al. (2018) and Piffl et al. (2014), 2.3 < k < 3.7 (blue dot-dashed line), results in a larger escape velocity:
vesc(r0) = 580+32

−32
. We find little evidence for strong radial variation in vesc over the range we’re probing (i.e. γ ∼ 0), with γ ≤ 0.7 with 90% confidence.

model is indicated by the red band. The width of the band indicates
the 90% confidence region.

The confidence regions for k, vesc(r0) and γ are shown in Fig.
9. The filled grey region and solid black line shows the 1− and
2 − σ confidence intervals, respectively. Here, we have assumed
flat priors for k and γ and employed a Jeffrey’s prior for vesc(r0).
We show the posterior distributions for each parameter in the inset
panels. The degeneracy between k and vesc(r0) is clear, as seen
in the previous Section (and earlier work by Smith et al. 2007 and
Piffl et al. 2014). The red and blue lines illustrate the effect of a
prior on k. Specifically, the dashed red line applies our new prior
— based on the orbits in the solar neighbourhood, and calibrated
on the Auriga simulations — of 1 < k < 2.5. For comparison, we
also show the prior adopted by Piffl et al. (2014) and Monari et al.
(2018), which is also based on cosmological simulations: 2.3 <

k < 3.7. In these works, the prior spans the range of k values found
in simulations. However, our adopted prior is tailored towards the
highly eccentric stars in the Milky Way, which leads to lower k

values.

Assuming 1 < k < 2.5 we find vesc(r0) = 528+24
−25

km s−1.
This value is lower than the recent determination by Monari et al.

(2018) using Gaia DR2 data. However, the reason for this dif-
ference is owing to the prior information on k. If we adopt the
Piffl et al. (2014) prior, we find vesc = 580+31

−31
km s−1, which is

in excellent agreement with Monari et al. (2018). Note that our er-
ror bars are smaller than Monari et al. (2018) because we do not
use narrow distance bins, but rather use all the data and allow
for a radially varying escape velocity. Our estimate of the local
escape velocity is in good agreement with the values found by
Smith et al. (2007), Piffl et al. (2014) and Williams et al. (2017),
who used line-of-sight velocity data from RAVE and SDSS to de-
rive vesc. However, it is curious that these works find a similar es-
cape velocity, as in all cases larger values of k were adopted —
which should, presumably, bias towards larger vesc values. These
works used samples of high latitude stars with line-of-sight veloc-
ity measurements only, and thus if there was any flattening in the
stellar halo distribution in the z direction, the total speed estimates
based on the line-of-sight velocities could be biased low. In particu-
lar, we now know that the inner stellar halo is significantly flattened
(e.g. Iorio et al. 2018), and the highly eccentric orbits that dominate
the high velocity tail are generally confined close to the Galactic
plane (e.g. Myeong et al. 2018). Thus, we suggest that the line-of-
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Figure 9. The results of applying our likelihood analysis to the Gaia data with vtot > 300 km s−1. Here, the degeneracy between vesc and k is clear. When we
adopt a prior of 1 < k < 2.5 (red dashed line), appropriate for the strongly radial orbits observed in the solar neighbourhood, we find vesc(r0) = 528+24

−25
km s−1.

Note that adopting the same prior as Monari et al. (2018) and Piffl et al. (2014), 2.3 < k < 3.7 (blue dot-dashed line), results in a larger escape velocity:
vesc(r0) = 580+32

−32
. We find little evidence for strong radial variation in vesc over the range we’re probing (i.e. γ ∼ 0), with γ ≤ 0.7 with 90% confidence.

model is indicated by the red band. The width of the band indicates
the 90% confidence region.

The confidence regions for k, vesc(r0) and γ are shown in Fig.
9. The filled grey region and solid black line shows the 1− and
2 − σ confidence intervals, respectively. Here, we have assumed
flat priors for k and γ and employed a Jeffrey’s prior for vesc(r0).
We show the posterior distributions for each parameter in the inset
panels. The degeneracy between k and vesc(r0) is clear, as seen
in the previous Section (and earlier work by Smith et al. 2007 and
Piffl et al. 2014). The red and blue lines illustrate the effect of a
prior on k. Specifically, the dashed red line applies our new prior
— based on the orbits in the solar neighbourhood, and calibrated
on the Auriga simulations — of 1 < k < 2.5. For comparison, we
also show the prior adopted by Piffl et al. (2014) and Monari et al.
(2018), which is also based on cosmological simulations: 2.3 <

k < 3.7. In these works, the prior spans the range of k values found
in simulations. However, our adopted prior is tailored towards the
highly eccentric stars in the Milky Way, which leads to lower k

values.

Assuming 1 < k < 2.5 we find vesc(r0) = 528+24
−25

km s−1.
This value is lower than the recent determination by Monari et al.

(2018) using Gaia DR2 data. However, the reason for this dif-
ference is owing to the prior information on k. If we adopt the
Piffl et al. (2014) prior, we find vesc = 580+31

−31
km s−1, which is

in excellent agreement with Monari et al. (2018). Note that our er-
ror bars are smaller than Monari et al. (2018) because we do not
use narrow distance bins, but rather use all the data and allow
for a radially varying escape velocity. Our estimate of the local
escape velocity is in good agreement with the values found by
Smith et al. (2007), Piffl et al. (2014) and Williams et al. (2017),
who used line-of-sight velocity data from RAVE and SDSS to de-
rive vesc. However, it is curious that these works find a similar es-
cape velocity, as in all cases larger values of k were adopted —
which should, presumably, bias towards larger vesc values. These
works used samples of high latitude stars with line-of-sight veloc-
ity measurements only, and thus if there was any flattening in the
stellar halo distribution in the z direction, the total speed estimates
based on the line-of-sight velocities could be biased low. In particu-
lar, we now know that the inner stellar halo is significantly flattened
(e.g. Iorio et al. 2018), and the highly eccentric orbits that dominate
the high velocity tail are generally confined close to the Galactic
plane (e.g. Myeong et al. 2018). Thus, we suggest that the line-of-
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Figure 10. The derived NFW halo parameters from our escape velocity measurement. Here, we assume a bulge and 2-component disc potential as given in
Pouliasis et al. (2017) (also used in Eilers et al. 2018). The gray filled contour shows the 68% confidence, and the solid gray line shows the 95% confidence
region. The blue contours uses constraints on the local circular velocity: vc (r!) = 230 ± 10 km s−1. The red contours indicate the combined constraint. The
black dashed line indicates the mass-concentration relation from Dutton & Macciò (2014). In the top panel and right-hand panel we show the 1D posterior
distributions for M200 and c200, respectively. Our derived dark halo mass is: M200 = 0.79+0.45

−0.17
×1012M! (escape velocity only), M200 = 0.91+0.31

−0.24
×1012M!

(escape velocity and circular velocity).

(2014) also adopt a lower circular velocity, vc = 220 km s−1.
This also leads to a slightly higher mass estimate (see Fig. 13 in
Piffl et al. 2014), but, as we assume a 10 km s−1 error in the local
circular velocity, this difference is subsumed into the mass uncer-
tainty.

Finally, we also comment on the limiting radius that defines
the escape velocity. In this work, we find that 2r200 is the most ap-
propriate choice (see Section 3.2). However, if we adopted larger
radii (i.e. ∼ 2.4 − 3r200, cf. Smith et al. 2007; Piffl et al. 2014)
our mass estimates would be slightly lower. For example, a lim-
iting radius of 3r200 reduces our total mass estimate by ∼ 8%. This
lower mass is due to the limiting radius being overestimated, and
hence the estimated escape velocity is lower than the true velocity
needed to escape. Thus, the choice of limiting radius is an important
consideration when relating local escape velocity measurements to
constraints on the total mass.

Since the first astrometric Gaia data release (DR2) sev-
eral works have provided updated estimates of the total Milky

Way mass (e.g. Eadie & Jurić 2018; Malhan & Ibata 2018;
Watkins et al. 2018; Callingham et al. 2019; Posti & Helmi 2019;
Vasiliev 2019). The majority of these use globular clusters or stel-
lar streams confined within ∼ 50 kpc, so a total mass estimate out
to the virial radius requires an extrapolation. Watkins et al. (2018),
Posti & Helmi (2019) and Vasiliev (2019) find Mvir,tot = 1.2−1.5×

1012M! using the dynamics of globular clusters in the inner halo,
and extrapolate to the virial radius using mass-concentration rela-
tions. Here, these authors have used the definition of virial radius
adopted by Bryan & Norman (1998) and Klypin et al. (2002); the
mass is defined within 340ΩM (≈ 100) times the critical density.
However, when these masses are scaled to M200 (approximately
16% lower than Mvir,tot), these total mass estimates are in excellent
agreement with our results, where M200,tot = 1.0 − 1.3 × 1012M! .

Callingham et al. (2019) use satellite kinematics to measure
the Milky Way mass, thus, as the satellites extend out to the virial
radius, their measure is a direct measure of the total mass. Their de-
rived total mass and dark halo concentration, M200,tot = 1.17+0.21

−0.15
,

MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)

Deason et al. (2019)



Dealing with the frisky Milky Way disk
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• Michev et al. (2009): Prediction for a merger 1.9 Gyr ago

Is the Milky Way ringing? - yes it is!

ObservationsModel

wavelet 
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• Michev et al. (2009): Prediction for a merger 1.9 Gyr ago

Is the Milky Way ringing? - yes it is!

ObservationsModel

wavelet 

Katz et al. (2018) Ramos et al. (2018)

Gaia DR2 wavelet 
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Gaia DR2 data: disk structure a combination  
of bending and breathing modes

Carrillo, Minchev, MS et al. (2019)

Bending mode
possibly from Sgr

Breathing mode from 
spiral arms or external

Faure, Siebert, and Famaey (2014)
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Gaia DR2: clear sign of Milky Way Warp

Poggio et al. (2021)
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• Widmark, Laporte et al (2021): First measurement  
of the local dark matter density using non- 
equilibrium dynamics with Gaia eDR3 +  
spectroscopic surveys (SDSS, LAMOST, RAVE …). 

• Model background phase-space density distribution  
of the equilibrium distribution to isolate the perturbation (i.e. phase-
space spiral, used to infer potential). Together with a baryonic model, 
one can then extract a local DM density.

Non-equilibrium - it is not a bug, it is a feature!

Local DM density: ϱDM = 0.32 ± 0.15 GeV cm3
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Galactic Archaeology: the Halo

Limberg et al. (2021) Valentini et al., in prep

27
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Preliminary results:
 Age GSE (3 stars) = 11.1 Gyr σ= 2.4 Gyr 
Age Sequoia (1 star) = 13.5 Gyr σ= 3 Gyr 
Age Thamnos (2 stars) = 9.2 Gyr σ= 2.5 Gyr 

Statistics will improve! 

Chemistry will allow a better 
characterization of the progenitor!

Kruijssen et al. (2020)
Galaxy merger tree

Galactic Archaeology: the Halo



StarHorse  → Bayesian approach, achieving precise distances, extinctions  by 
combining Parallax, photometry and spectroscopy (when available)

Now with EDR3 (~ 360 million stars)Almost as if we can see our 
Galaxy from above!

● Allow us to direct detect of the Galactic bar in density maps; 
● Bayesian approaches are fundamental to study distances where 

Gaia parallaxes are imprecise (e.g Bulge, LMC/SMC);

 Credit: Data: ESA/Gaia/DPAC, A. Khalatyan (AIP) & 
StarHorse team; Galaxy map: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. 

Hurt (SSC/Caltech)

Anders et al 2019 Gaia 
DR2 (~265 million stars) 

● With spectroscopic input 
+ GDR2 ~ 6 million stars 

● More precise 
astrophysical parameters 
→ detail studies of 
chemo-kinematics

Queiroz et al. (2020)
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● Allow us to direct detect of the Galactic bar in density maps; 
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Anders et al 2021 

 Credit: Data: ESA/Gaia/DPAC, A. Khalatyan (AIP) & 
StarHorse team; Galaxy map: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. 

Hurt (SSC/Caltech)
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DR2 (~265 million stars) 

● With spectroscopic input 
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Augmented reality for Gaia with artificial neural networks

6D

5D

Gaia EDR3(2020)
5D: ra,dec,pmra,pmdec,parallax

6D: 5D, LOS radial velocity

Gaia DR3 (2022)

6D

5D

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
Input: 5D information

Output: LOS radial velocity
Khoperskov, Guiglion, Minchev et al (submitted)

True RV

Predicted RV

bar

bar

Khoperskov et al., 2021



Augmented kinematics of the Milky Way disk

Khoperskov, Guiglion, Minchev et al (submitted)

Comparison with APOGEE (left) and 
LAMOST (right) LOS velocities which 
are not used in the ANNs training

Left: Gaia DR2 LOS velocity 
map for ~6M stars

Right: LOS velocity map for 
~130M stars from Starhorse

bar bar
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• Time-dependent phenomena very important to consider - Milky Way is not in equilibrium: 

– interaction with other galaxies — disk ringing, bending, and warping 

– resonances with spiral arms and central bar — resonant moving groups 

– redistribution of angular momentum in the disk — radial migration 

• Detailed modelling needed to interpret observations: 

– dynamics typically too complicated to solve analytically 

– numerical simulations in  the cosmological context needed 

• Age information is crucial for understanding the Milky Way disk structure and evolution  

– great expectations from PLATO and TESS in the near future 

• Gaia + spectroscopic follow-up surveys (e.g., WEAVE, 4MOST) data will revolutionize 
further our understanding of the Milky Way!

Galactic disks are frisky:they bend, wiggle, wobble, ring, and mix



Bounds on ALP dark matter from  
Leo T observations with MUSE
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• MUSE: integral field spectrograph 

90000 spectra over 1’x1’ field with a 0.2’’ sampling 

• extrem good sampling of area between stars  sky 
substraction 

470 nm - 935 nm at a sampling of 0.125 nm 

GLAO via 4 laser guide stars (590 nm) 

15 x 900s exposures of the Leo T dwarf spheroidal galaxy

⇒

MUSE-faint GTO programme on the dynamics of dwarf galaxies
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• Coupling to EM  axions decay into photons→
• Primakoff effect: inverse reaction: creation of axions from thermal photons in in the 

fluctuating field of stellar plasma, basis of most axion searches 

Direct detection of the Sun’s axion flux

• Primakoff effect can result in a considerable energy drain, shortening life time of 
certain phases of stellar evolution 

Life time of the horizontal branch phase (He burning) of stars.  would 
lower the HB phase by ~30% 

Globular cluster exclude such high values base on the ratio of HB stars to red 
giants

g10 = 1

Astrophysical limits on axions and ALPs
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• direct constraint on the ALP decay rate: 

– has been done for Galaxy clusters Abell 2667 and 2390 with 
VIMOS (Grin et al, 2007)

• MUSE-Faint GTO: 

– After subtraction of Leo T stars, foreground stars, other faint 
sources (background galaxies) and sky background, can we 
measure or constrain the extended emission of the DM decay 
into photons (assuming the DM is ALPs)?

Astrophysical limits on axions and ALPs
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Figure 1: Left panel: White-light image of Leo T area obtained with MUSE observations. Contours from segmentation map obtained

running SExtractor are overlaid in green, see text for more details. Right panel: Average flux density as a function of the wavelength

of observation. For illustrative purposes, we include the expected signal from an ALP with ga�� = 2⇥ 10
�12

GeV
�1

and mass ma = 3

eV (green) and an ALP with ga�� = 10
�12

GeV
�1

and ma = 5 eV (red).

where we have assumed spherical symmetry. Deviations from spherical symmetry are constrained to small values
for LeoT [37], and, in any case, their possible presence would have a minor impact on the final bounds.

The decay rate �a depends on the the ALP mass ma and the e↵ective ALP-two-photon coupling ga�� . In
natural units, it reads �a = m3

a
g2
a��

/(64⇡).
The dark matter spatial density distribution ⇢a(r) is written as a function of the distance r from the center of

the dwarf. This distance can be expressed in terms of the coordinate along the line of sight `, the angle ✓0 and
the distance D of Leo T from us by means of r2 = `2 +D2 � 2 `D cos ✓0. The angle ✓0 combines the direction of
observation ✓, i.e. the angular o↵-set with respect to the Leo T centre, and the position ⌦ inside the observing
angular beam. The latter is given by the function B(⌦). We assume a Gaussian function for both the energy and
angular response of the detector. Their FWHM as a function of wavelength are taken from Ref. [38], and vary
between 0.75 arcsec to 0.55 arcsec in the wavelength range of 4700-9350 Å. In Eq. (1) �� denotes the spectral
resolution.

The wavelength of emission can be computed as �em = c/⌫em with ⌫em = ma/(4⇡). We neglect the velocity
dispersion of ALPs in the Leo T halo, since it is significantly smaller than the spectral resolution of MUSE. Indeed,
the velocity dispersion is �v . 10 km/s [39], which means �v/c . 3 ⇥ 10�5, while the spectral resolution is
��/� & 5⇥ 10�4.

In our analysis we scan over ga�� and ma, while we take a model for the ALP spatial distribution. Analyses of

4

Laser

average flux
Regis et al., 2021
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Figure 2: The solid blue curve shows the 95% C.L. upper limits on the e↵ective ALP-two-photon coupling ga�� as a function of the

ALP mass, derived in this work. The violet area includes the uncertainties on the D-factor, taken from Ref. [39]. The gap in the

constraints is due to a blocking filter, used to remove the light of the sodium laser of the adaptive optics system. We also show the

bound derived in Ref. [23] from observation of clusters, in Ref. [40] from the ratio of horizontal branch (HB) to red giants stars in

globular clusters, and the preferred region for the QCD axion [41]

In Fig. 2, we also show the bound derived in Ref. [23] from observation of clusters, in Ref. [40] from the ratio of
horizontal branch (HB) to red giants stars in globular clusters and, for reference, the preferred region for the QCD
axion [41] 5. Our results improve existing bounds by more than one order of magnitude. They exclude the possible
interpretation of near infrared background anisotropies in terms of ALP dark matter [26] in the wavelength/mass

5
Notice however than for the masses under consideration, the QCD axion is excluded by astrophysical and laboratory probes,

associated to couplings di↵erent from ga�� , see e.g. [44]

6

Laser
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range covered by our analysis.
To test the robustness of our results against di↵erent masking and error estimates, we conduct a few sanity

checks.
First, we perform the same analysis mentioned above but on maps where we discard the last step of data

manipulation described in Section 2. Namely, we do not mask the faint sources (which are derived through
segmentation of the white-light image by SExtractor and by running ORIGIN for emission line sources). The
spatially averaged spectrum of these maps is shown in green in Fig. 3 (left). The spectrum is well above zero at
nearly any wavelength, meaning that there is a significant residual emission, not related to the ALP signal. On the
other hand, the resulting bounds (green line in the right panel) are only very mildly less constraining than in the
reference analysis (blue line). At few wavelengths, the bounds becomes slightly more constraining in the unmasked
case because in the masked map the fit shows a preference for the dark matter component over the flat term.

As a second test, we consider a di↵erent derivation of the measurement uncertainties, by computing the standard
deviation in a region of 200 ⇥ 200 around the pixel i, instead of using the procedure described in Section 2. We find
this alternative derivation to provide, on average, a slightly more optimistic estimate of the errors with respect to
the reference analysis. However, the bounds are only marginally di↵erent, as can be seen by comparing red and
blue lines in the right panel of Fig. 3, supporting the reliability of our analysis.

Finally, we have also tested that varying the spectral resolution within its uncertainties has a negligible impact
on the bounds.
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Figure 3: Left panel: Comparison of the average measured spectrum obtained with/without masking faint sources. Right panel:
95% C.L. upper limits on the e↵ective ALP-two-photon coupling ga�� as a function of the ALP mass, derived with alternative derivation

of the errors (red) and without masking faint sources (green), compared with the reference analysis (blue). See text for details.
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• Dynamical models of the Milky Way and its satellite system: 

– Total mass:   

– Local DM density:  

• Modeling of LMC and ultra faint dwarfs (Gaia, MUSE) appear to be more consistent 
with a steep inner density profile (cusp) 

• Main challenge: regarding Milky Way modelling, we went from a data starved to a 
data-driven situation.  

– Advanced modelling of non-equilibrium (perturbed equilibrium) required  

– use chemistry age information in baryonic component for dating dynamical events 

– role of simulations (qualitative  quantitative tool)

Mtot ≈ 1012 M⊙

ϱDM ≈ 0.3 GeV cm−3 ≈ 0.0085 M⊙ pc−3

⇒

Summary


